ACUITY CONTROLS PRODUCTS

Acuity Controls Products is the single expert source for advanced lighting controls technology, service and support. We offer one of the industry’s most extensive portfolios for indoor and outdoor lighting controls, from single rooms to campuses to municipalities.

LC&D Blue Box

One of Acuity Controls Products is the LC&D Blue Box. Blue Box is a simple, cost-effective alternative to traditional time clocks, twist timers and contactors. Available in three enclosure sizes, the Blue Box family is the ideal solution for most small- to medium-sized projects.

nLight & nLight Air

Another one of Acuity Controls Products is nLight and nLight Air. nLight is a networked digital lighting control system that provides both energy savings and increased user configurability by cost effectively integrating time-based, daylight-based, sensor-based and manual lighting control schemes. nLight creates an unmatched level of distributed intelligence.

nLight Air is a secure, high-performance wireless platform designed for integration into various lighting controls applications that seamlessly connect both indoor and outdoor lighting systems to Smart Building Ready solutions.
Benefits Include:

- Easier installation – fixture embedded smart sensor remove guesswork, saving time and money
- Industry leading 5-tier wireless security architecture
- Energy savings with occupancy and daylight sensing – up to 30% additional energy savings
- Aids in meeting and/or exceeding state and local energy codes
- A scalable and upgradeable smart building ready solution
- Choose from a wide range of nLight AIR wireless enabled fixtures from Acuity Brands

Want to learn more about Acuity Controls Products and where they fit into your commercial building control plan? Give us a call, drop an email or click here for application specs.
GR 1404LT – LC&D 4 RELAY BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL

0 out of 5
4 Relay Blue Box Lighting Control Panel by LC&D

$690.00 – $950.00

Select options
Quick View
GR 1404LTD – LC&D 4 RELAY DIMMING BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL
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4 Relay Master Blue Box 0-10 Volt Dimming Lighting Control Panel by LC&D

$1,200.00 – $1,450.00
Select options
Quick View
GR 1408LT – LC&D 8 RELAY BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL
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8 RELAY MASTER BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL BY LC&D

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
GR 1408LTD – LC&D 8 RELAY DIMMING BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL
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8 Relay Master Blue Box 0-10 Volt Dimming Lighting Control Panel by LC&D

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
GR 1416LT – LC&D 16 RELAY BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL
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16 RELAY MASTER BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL BY LC&D

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
GR1416 LTD - LC&D 16 RELAY DIMMING BLUE BOX LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL
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16 Relay Master Blue Box 0-10 Volt Dimming Lighting Control Panel by LC&D

Call for Price

-14%
Add to cart
Quick View

**LC&D ADDITIONAL RELAY BLUE BOX LT (NCL)**
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Additional Relay for Blue Box LT Panel (Normally Closed)

$115.00 $99.00
Add to cart
Quick View

- Sale
BR – LC&D BRIGHTON DIGITAL SWITCH
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Brighton Digital Multi-Button Switch Compatible with LC&D Blue Box and GR2400 Panels

**Standard Colors/Pricing are White on White (Custom May be Ordered)

$245.00 $200.00

Select options
Quick View
CH – LC&D CHELSEA DIGITAL SWITCH
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Chelsea Digital Multi-Button Switch Compatible with LC&D Blue Box and GR2400 Panels

**Standard Colors/Pricing are White on White (Custom May be Ordered)

$165.00

Select options
KB – LC&D KNIGHTSBRIDGE DIGITAL SWITCH
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Digital Knightsbridge Switch for LC&D Blue Box and GR2400 Panels

$175.00 – $210.00
Select options
Quick View
nGWY2 KIT – nLIGHT GATEWAY DEVICE W/ TOUCHSCREEN & CONTROL UNIT KIT
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TIME CLOCK, SYSTEM CONTROLLER, AND ETHERNET INTERFACE MANUFACTURED BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
nCM 6 RJB – nLIGHT PASSIVE INFRARED HIGH MOUNT OCC SENSOR

0 out of 5
HIGH MOUNT 360° OCCUPANCY SENSOR BEST CHOICE FOR 15’ TO 45’ MOUNTING HEIGHTS. EXCELLENT DETECTION OF LARGE AND EXTRA LARGE MOTION SUCH AS WALKING AND FORKLIFTS – BY NLIGHT

Call for Price

Read more
NCM ADCX RJB – nLIGHT DAYLIGHT SENSOR PRIMARY & SECONDARY ZONES DIMMING
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DAYLIGHT HARVESTING PHOTOCCELL (DIMMING) MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
NCM PC RJB— nLIGHT DAYLIGHT SENSOR PRIMARY & SECONDARY ZONES
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DAYLIGHT HARVESTING PHOTOCCELL (ON/OFF ONLY) MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
nCM10 RJB – nLIGHT PASSIVE INFRARED OCCUPANCY SENSOR
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PASSIVE INFRARED LARGE MOTION 360º OCCUPANCY SENSOR CEILING MOUNT MANUFACTURER BY NLIGHT

$295.00 $195.00
Select options
Quick View
nPODM 1SB – nLIGHT DIGITAL SINGLE SCENE CONTROL SWITCH
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SINGLE SCENE SWITCH MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
nPODM 2P – nLIGHT DUAL ZONE WALLPOD: DIGITAL SWITCH
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ON/OFF & ON/OFF SWITCHES FOR DUAL ZONES 2P (TWO CHANNELS) MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price

nPODM 2P DX – nLIGHT DUAL ZONE WALLPOD: DIGITAL RAISE/LOWER DIMMING CONTROL SWITCH
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DUAL ZONE WALLPOD: ON/OFF + RAISE/LOWER DIMMING CONTROL SWITCH MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
nPODM 2S – nLIGHT DIGITAL TWO SCENE CONTROL SWITCH
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TWO SCENE SWITCH MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
nPDM 4P – nLIGHT FOUR ZONE WALLPOD: DIGITAL SWITCH
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FOUR ZONE SWITCH MANUFACTURED BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Quick View
nPODM 4P DX – nLIGHT FOUR ZONE WALLPOD: RAISE/LOWER DIMMING CONTROL SWITCH
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FOUR ZONE WALLPOD: ON/OFF + RAISE/LOWER DIMMING CONTROL SWITCH MANUFACTURED BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
nPODM 4S DX – nLIGHT DIGITAL FOUR SCENE DIMMING CONTROL SWITCH
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FOUR SCENE SWITCH WITH ON/OFF + RAISE/LOWER CONTROL MANUFACTURED BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
nPODM 4S/4SB – nLIGHT DIGITAL FOUR SCENE CONTROL SWITCH
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FOUR SCENE 4 OR 8 BUTTON SWITCH MANUFACTURED BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View
nPODM DX – nLIGHT SINGLE ZONE WALLPOD: DIGITAL OFF/ON & RAISE/LOWER SWITCH
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nLIGHT SINGLE ZONE SWITCH WITH ON/OFF AND DIMMING RAISE/LOWER CONTROL – MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
nWV 16 – nLIGHT PASSIVE INFRARED OCCUPANCY CORNER SENSOR
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PASSIVE INFRARED OCCUPANCY SENSOR CORNER MOUNT WIDE VIEW MANUFACTURER BY nLIGHT

Call for Price

Quick View
nWV 16 PDT- nLIGHT CORNER MOUNT OCCUPANCY SENSOR
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ACUITY BRANDS DUAL TECHNOLOGY (PIR & MICROPHONICS) CORNER MOUNT OCCUPANCY SENSOR WITH 120° WIDE VIEW — BY nLIGHT

Call for Price
Read more
Quick View